Information ratchets exploiting spatially structured information reservoirs.
Fully mechanized Maxwell's demons, also called information ratchets, are an important conceptual link between computation, information theory, and statistical physics. They exploit low-entropy information reservoirs to extract work from a heat reservoir. Previous models of such demons have either ignored the cost of delivering bits to the demon from the information reservoir or assumed random access or infinite-dimensional information reservoirs to avoid such an issue. In this work we account for this cost when exploiting information reservoirs with physical structure and show that the dimensionality of the reservoir has a significant impact on the performance and phase diagram of the demon. We find that for conventional one-dimensional tapes the scope for work extraction is greatly reduced. An expression for the net-extracted work by demons exploring information reservoirs by means of biased random walks on d-dimensional, Z^{d}, information reservoirs is presented. Furthermore, we derive exact probabilities of recurrence in these systems, generalizing previously known results. We find that the demon is characterized by two critical dimensions. First, to extract work at zero bias the dimensionality of the information reservoir must be larger than d=2, corresponding to the dimensions where a simple random walker is transient. Second, for integer dimensions d>4 the unbiased random walk optimizes work extraction corresponding to the dimensions where a simple random walker is strongly transient.